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Advanced Dual
Action Product



Source: WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Allergens in 
the Mattress 
Nr.1 Cause of 
Allergies

It neutralizes the allergens that cause 
allergic   symptoms

Action one 
fights the cause of 

allergies



Action two 

neutralizes and repels 

bed bugs, mites & fleas 

for 6 months

No1 protection 
against bites of 
bed bugs, fleas & 
mites



The only product with Advanced Microsplitting 
formula that neutralizes allergens

100% Herbal Active Substance

No Hazard Signs

Insecticides FREE



6 Months Protection
from Bed bugs

✓ Allerg-STOP penetrates the fibers and remains fully active for 6 months!

✓ Allerg-STOP neutralizes larvae and eggs from bed bugs, which are not affected by 
insecticides!

Necessary after whichever method 
you use 

❑Wiping - Vacuuming

❑ Steam cleaning

❑ Deworming  

Allerg-STOP is necessary to protect 
mattresses and prevent bed bugs 
from coming back for 6 months

Bed bugs STOP with



Allerg-STOP Repellent is an innovative 
product that is primarily aimed at those 
who use the mattress and want to take 
care of it, to keep it clean and healthy, 
because even though they use it every 
day, the mattress cannot be washed, 
resulting in the accumulation of 
allergens, germs and dead cells making 
it unhealthy. 

Allergens in the Mattress Nr.1 Cause of Allergies
Source: WHO

Allergies



It is necessary for newborns and 
children up to 6 years old, for 
people with sensitive health, 
people with allergies, 
conjunctivitis, respiratory and 
dermatological diseases, etc. Also 
for those who often travel ,use 
shared mattresses and in the 
areas with pets and domestic 
animals.

Recommended by Doctors



Newborn Babies | Children  
Allergies

Newborn babies up to six year 
old  are very sensitive to allergens 
and if exposed they develop an 
allergy. For this reason, it is very 
important to apply Allerg-STOP 
Repellent to all baby items, crib, 
mattress, baby carrier, relaxer, 
stroller, car seat, stuffed toys, and 
all fabric and fibrous surfaces in 
the baby’s area such as carpets, 
furniture upholstery, curtains and 
air conditioner filters. 

Source: WHO



Coverage - Duration - Packages
Coverage

Allerg-STOP Repellent has a very high 
coverage, only 50 ml is enough for each side 
of a single mattress .

Duration

Allerg-STOP Repellent has a very long 
duration with absolute protection for bed 
bugs mites fleas and allergens up to six 
months

Packaging

• 100ml covers a single mattress

• 250ml covers a double mattress or two 
singles and their pillows

• 500ml covers five single mattresses

Travel Size



Items That Accumulate Allergens
Bed bugs Mites Fleas

Areas That Accumulate Allergens
Bed bugs Mites Fleas



New Global Market

Allerg-STOP Dual Action has created a 

new global market in the anti-allergenic 

& bed bugs  protection for 6 months of 

mattresses, carpets, upholstery, baby 

items, luggage and air conditioner filters.

Monopoly product that creates 

new buyers in the pharmacies 

and stores it’s placed in.

Monopoly Product



Complementary Sale

Excellent complementary sale 

for the pharmacy to people 

purchasing allergy, respiratory 

and dermatological medicines 

as well as baby items.

New market for hotels, airbnb, schools, 

universities, camps, cruise ships, institutions   

who want to upgrade their service with “Allergen 

& Bed bugs FREE” protection certification for 

mattresses, pillows etc. for 6 months.

Business Opportunity



Benefits

Allerg-STOP Repellent offers our customers a better quality of life:

❑ Creates a healthier environment, protecting against all 

aeroallergens on treated surfaces.

❑ Prevents allergies, especially for infants and children.

❑ It offers a better quality sleep by reducing allergic symptoms.

❑ It allows people to feel safe in their space, repelling bed bugs, 

fleas and mites for 6 months.



B2B Target 

❑ Hotels

❑ Airbnb

❑ Schools 

❑Universities

❑ Camps

B2B Audience

❑Cruise ships

❑ Institutions

❑ Hospitals

❑ Nursing homes

❑ Barracks



Target Audience

Audience A 
❑ Newborns and children up to 6 

years old

❑ People in immediate need of 
Allerg-STOP Repellent due to 
health problems from 
allergies, respiratory and 
dermatological diseases

❑ People who are exposed to 
bed bugs, mites and fleas

Audience B 
❑ People with sensitive 

health

❑ People with insomnia

❑ People looking for a 
better quality of life 
and hygiene

Audience C 
❑ People with pets and 

domestic animals

❑ People who need Allerg-
STOP but don’t know it 
because they use shared 
mattresses in hotels, 
airbnb, camps, hospitals, 
nursing homes, trucks, 
ships.



Advertising TV 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIF078tx0G8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1enXD6toxY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfc5o-tnqag

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSjqp6jlHqg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_XJe9Cog0A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD77uAicr_k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxaPjoc6P4Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwLP8BDIois

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZPChIoImEYhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZPChIoImEY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnQQn8_UPZo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NIF078tx0G8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1enXD6toxY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfc5o-tnqag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSjqp6jlHqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_XJe9Cog0A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD77uAicr_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxaPjoc6P4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwLP8BDIois
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BnQQn8_UPZo


Quality Assurance

Allerg-STOP Repellent is 

manufactured

and packaged in 

Germany with the highest

European and 

international standards.

https://allerg-stop.com

https://allerg-stop.com/


Thank you for your interest and we hope
for a win win and long-term cooperation

www.allerg-stop.com I info@5clean.gr

http://www.allerg-stop.com/
mailto:info@5clean.gr
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